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on PC & Mobile The Lost Child game
is an MMO RPG game developed by

FanaticMind and published by
GameMill Entertainment. The Lost
Child is an upcoming action-RPG
developed by FanaticMind. Soon

after the credits, an updated
version 1.2.2 will be out, along with
a new game mode, the wilderness,
which will be revealed to the player
after reaching a certain point in the
game. The Lost Child is a fantasy

MMORPG. An endless journey,
discovering new lands and facing

incredible monsters, deadly bosses,
deadly traps, bosses, old

encounters, new enemies and a
surprising ending. It’s an

experience of complete freedom
and you can enter the dangerous

world of
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Features Key:
9 classes to choose from and develop

Unique battle system that enables you to freely command and lead
your party to victory

Summon and gain Charms to awaken your character's hidden
potential

A variety of dungeons to discover and a system where you can gain
more Charms as you explore them
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60 playable characters out of hundreds being developed
6 lively and quirky characters for each class to develop, each of
whom have unique characteristics and a single dedicated script
4 intriguing map designs that carefully connect to each of the 3

worlds
A fascinating story with multiple scenarios, rich relationships, and

myriad characters
A complex and challenging battle system that supports a

competitive mode to sharpen you skill
A vast world full of aesthetic beauty that offers some of the most

impressive scenery in any role-playing game
The Land of Flames (from the Witchcraft class), the Land of Winds

(from the Cloister, Duelist, and Padmage classes), the Land of Water
(from the Traveler, High Mage, and Soldier classes), and the Land of

Greenery (from the Fencer, Witchblade, Oathkeeper, and
Woodcutter classes)

6 journeys for you to travel to each of these lands to discover new
Charms

Various item types: weapons, armor, and accessories
6 types of Emblems and Enchantments, each with unique effects
that you can use to improve your stats and make your character

grow stronger
Various Enemies (Witch and Monk, Thief and Warrior, Warrior and

Monk, Hunter and Archer, Archer and Warrior)
A Wind God (as a priest of a Phoenist religion), and other various

adverse God (as the God of Darkness, the Armed Goddess, and other
adverse Gods)

A variety of Environmental effects, ranging from annoying bugs to
strong monsters and even traps

A Selection of Equipment Items (cloth, weapons, equipment, etc)
A variety of Charm Points (to each class) that you can use to awaken

your character's abilities
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